
KUWAIT: Boursa Kuwait ended last week
in the red zone. The Price Index closed at
6,239.37 points, down by 1.11 percent from
the week before closing, the Weighted
Index decreased by 1.73 percent after clos-
ing at 395.99 points, whereas the KSX-15
Index closed at 906.27 points down by 2.13
percent. Furthermore, the week’s average
daily turnover decreased by 19.01 percent,
compared to the preceding week, reaching
KD 11.43 million, whereas trading volume
average was 56.23 million shares, recording
a decrease of 29.27 percent.

The trading activity during the last
week witnessed a return to the nega-
tive performance’s control over the
three market indices, after a positive
performance presence during the pre-
vious week, whereas the random selling
operations returned, and executed on
many listed stocks in the market, head-
ed by the leading ones, and pushed the
three indices to end the week’s trading
in the losses zone, amid continued
decrease in the trading levels, especial-
ly the value, which reached its lowest
level in about a month on last Thursday,
and reached KD 8.8 million only by the end
of the same session.

On the other hand, Boursa Kuwait lost
during the last week over KD 400 million,
as its market capitalization reached
KD26.52 billion after being KD 26.97 billion
in the previous week, which means that the
market recorded a loss of 1.64 percent of its
total market cap, and its gains were
reduced to reach 4.40 percent since the
beginning of the current year compared to
end of 2016, where it was KD 25.41 billion.
(Note: The market cap for the listed com-
panies in the Regular Market is calculated
based on the average number of outstand-
ing shares as per the latest available official
financial statements).

As far as the daily trading activity; the
first session of the week witnessed a drop
in the three Boursa indices by different per-
centages, in light of the increased selling
operations executed on the small-cap
stocks in particular amid an overall decline
that included most of the market sectors
and headed by the Financial Services,
which came in parallel with a relatively
good increase in the value, as it recorded a
growth of 25.17 percent.  On the second
session of the week, the market indices wit-
nessed declines, however with less drop
than the previous session, that came as a
result to the continued control of the selling
operations over the trading activity, amid a
limited decrease in the trading levels, where

the volume declined by 6.6 percent, while
the value decreased by only 0.11 percent.

Moreover, the market continued its neg-
ative performance in the mid-week session,
which witnessed an increased losses of the
three indices, especially the Weighted and
KSX-15 indices, which dropped by 1.46
percent and 1.17 percent respectively,
affected by the increased random selling
operations with concentration on the lead-
ing stocks, and in parallel with an increase
in the cash liquidity by about 30 percent.
On Wednesday’s session, the market wit-

nessed a mixed closing to its three indices,
whereas the Price Index and KSX-15 Index
continued to record decline, however limit-
ed, while the Weighted Index was able to
realize limited increase by the end of the
session.  Also, the three market indices were
able to record gains at end of the week ses-
sion, in light of the return of the purchasing
operations executed on some leading and
small-cap stocks, with a growth in the most
of the market sectors leaded by the
Financial Services sector.

For the annual performance, the Price
Index ended last week recording 8.55 per-
cent annual gain compared to its closing in

2016, while the Weighted Index increased
by 4.18 percent, and the KSX-15 recorded
2.40 percent growth.

Sectors’ Indices
Eight of Boursa Kuwait’s sectors ended

last week in the red zone, three recorded
increases, whereas the Health Care sector’s
index closed with no change from the week
before. The Consumer Services sector
headed the losers list as its index declined
by 4.72 percent to end the week’s activity
at 897.93 points. The Real Estate sector

was second on the losers’ list, which
index declined by 2.97 percent, closing
at 877.04 points, followed by the Oil &
Gas sector, as its index closed at
927.64 points at a loss of 2.87 per-
cent.The Telecommunications sector
was the least declining as its index
closed at 532.86 points with a 0.10
percent decrease. 

On the other hand, last week’s high-
est gainer was the Insurance sector,
achieving 3.02 percent growth rate as
its index closed at 1,014.27 points.
Whereas, in the second place, the

Technology sector’s index closed at 556.83
points recording 0.52 percent increase. The
Industrial sector came in third as its index
achieved 0.19 percent growth, ending the
week at 1,757.76 points.

Sectors’ Activity
The Financial Services sector dominated

a total trade volume of around 129.32 mil-
lion shares changing hands during last
week, representing 46 percent of the total
market trading volume. The Banks sector
was second in terms of trading volume as
the sector’s traded shares were 21.77 per-
cent of last week’s total trading volume,

with a total of around 61.20 million shares. 
On the other hand, the Banks sector’s

stocks were the highest traded in terms of
value; with a turnover of around KD 26.50
million or 46.37 percent of last week’s total
market trading value. The Financial Services

sector took the second place as the sector’s
last week turnover was approx. KD 12.70
million representing 22.22 percent of the
total market trading value.  — Prepared by:
Studies & Research Department - Bayan
Investment Co. 
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Stocks set more
records as 
technology and
energy rise
NEW YORK: US stocks set more records in
quiet post-holiday trading Friday as technol-
ogy companies again did much of the heavy
lifting. Energy companies rose with the price
of oil.

Macy’s and some of its retail counterparts
rose after the department store’s CEO said
Black Friday sales were going well. Online
titan Amazon made an even bigger gain. Oil
prices and energy companies rose after
Bloomberg reported that a group of key oil
producers plans to extend production cuts
until the end of 2018. “If you take the cumula-
tive effect of online and foot traffic going into
the stores, it’s showing you a robust con-
sumer spending pattern,” said Quincy Krosby,
chief market strategist at Prudential Financial.

The Standard & Poor’s 500 index rose
5.34 points, or 0.2 percent, to 2,602.42, its
first close above 2,600. The Dow Jones
industrial average added 31.81 points, or 0.1
percent, to 23,557.99. The Nasdaq composite
gained 21.80 points, or 0.3 percent, to
6,889.16. The Russell 2000 index of smaller
companies climbed 2.40 points, or 0.2 per-
cent, to 1,519.16.

The Dow finished slightly below its record
high from Tuesday but the other major index-
es closed at all-time highs. Trading ended
early after the Thanksgiving holiday on
Thursday.

Macy’s CEO Jeffrey Gennette told CNBC
holiday shopping is off to a good start with
relatively few discounts and strong sales of
some especially profitable products like win-
ter clothing. Macy’s gained 44 cents, or 2.1
percent, to $21.07 and other department
stores climbed as well.

Experts are mostly predicting strong sales
over the holiday shopping period because of
increased consumer confidence and a very
low unemployment rate. The National Retail
Federation trade group expects sales to grow
at least as fast as they did last year.

Big retailers like Wal-Mart and Urban
Outfitters and Gap have also reported strong
quarterly results recently. On Friday, Gap
added 47 cents, or 1.6 percent, to $29.64 and
electronics retailer Best Buy gained 51 cents
to $57. Amazon’s stock rose $29.84, or 2.6
percent, to $1,186.

Amazon, along with tech giants Apple,
Facebook, Microsoft and Google’s parent
company Alphabet, have played a huge role in
the market’s gains this year. Those five com-
panies combined are responsible for more
than one-fourth of the value the S&P 500 has
gained this year. Amazon and Facebook
closed all-time highs Friday and the other
three set record highs earlier this month.

US benchmark crude rose 93 cents, or 1.6
percent, to $58.95 a barrel in New York.
Krosby said the Keystone oil pipeline spill
earlier this month has also pushed US oil
prices higher by disrupting supplies. Brent
crude, used to price international oils, added
31 cents to $63.86 a barrel in London.

Hess gained 95 cents, or 2.2 percent, to

$44.40 and Marathon Oil added 25 cents, or
1.7 percent, to $15.13. Billionaire investor Carl
Icahn disclosed that he’s acquired a 13.5 per-
cent stake in SandRidge Energy. A week ago
SandRidge agreed to buy oil and gas compa-
ny Bonanza Creek Energy, and Icahn said he’s
opposed to the $736 million deal. Another
major SandRidge investor, Fir Tree Partners,
is also against the deal. SandRidge jumped
$1.40, or 8 percent, to $18.90 while Bonanza
tumbled $3.76, or 11.7 percent, to $28.38.

In other energy trading, wholesale gasoline
added 2 cents to $1.79 a gallon. Heating oil
rose 2 cents to $1.95 a gallon. Natural gas
sank 16 cents, or 5.2 percent, to $2.81. The
dollar rose to 111.58 yen from 111.23 yen. The
euro climbed to $1.1927 from $1.1853.

Bond prices fell. The yield on the 10-year
Treasury note rose to 2.34 percent from 2.32
percent late Wednesday. Gold fell $4.90 to
$1,287.30 an ounce. Silver lost 12 cents to
$16.99 an ounce. Copper rose 3 cents to
$3.17 a pound.

France’s CAC 40 rose 0.2 percent and the
DAX in Germany gained 0.4 percent. Britain’s
FTSE 100 slipped 0.1 percent. Japan’s bench-
mark Nikkei 225 index rose 0.1 percent while
the Hang Seng in Hong Kong rebounded 0.5
percent and South Korea’s Kospi added 0.3
percent. — AP

Gas exporters
call  for ‘fair
price’ at
Bolivia summit
SANTA CRUZ DE LA SIERRA,
Bolivia: Gas exporting countries,
grappling with collapsed global mar-
kets, on Friday called for a “fair price”
for the commodity after a summit in
Bolivia.

The Gas Exporting Countries
Forum seeks a “fair price for natural
gas,” taking into account its environ-
mental benefits and energy efficiency,
a declaration said. The price of natural
gas is linked to that of petroleum and
its derivatives, and is down roughly 50

percent from peaks of three years
ago-partly from rising shale gas pro-
duction in the United States, which
does not belong to the Forum.

Bolivian President Evo Morales,
one of the last Latin American leftist
leaders, said producers should combat
“those who want to appropriate our
resources through abusive price
manipulation.”

In coming decades, the role of
petroleum in the global energy mix
will fall from 32 percent to 29 percent
while gas will rise to 26 percent from
22 percent, Seyed Mohammad
Hossein Adeli of Iran, the Forum’s
secretary general, told the group’s
opening session. The 12-country
group, which aims to strengthen col-
laboration among members, includes
Venezuela, Russia and Qatar, the
world’s largest exporter of liquefied
natural gas. Forum members hold
about 70 percent of global natural
gas reserves. — AFP

This handout picture released by Bolivia’s Presidency shows (left to right) Russian
Energy Minister Alexander Novak, Iranian Vice-President Eshaq Yahanguiri, Bolivian
President Evo Morales, Mohammad Hossein Adeli, general secretary of Gas
Exporting Countries Forum, Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro and Equatorial
Guinea’s President Teodoro Obiang posing for a picture during the IV Gas Exporting
Countries Summit in Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia on Friday. — AFP


